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Icahn Charter School 3
Together we can achieve the extraordinary

Principal’s Message

Dear Parents,

There are exciting events happening here at Icahn Charter School 3. Our students have immersed themselves
in the new robotics program where they use technology and engineering skills to build functioning robots.
Our first cohort of classes in grades 3-8 will be competing in our first ever Robotics Competition on December
19th. During the competition, teams will program their robots on command to accomplish various tasks such
as a tug of war and moving objects onto specific targets. On December 18 th, there will be the next awards
assembly where 3rd and 4th grade students will be performing a winter holiday play! During winter recess,
please make sure your child reads 30 minutes a day for 100 Book Challenge. Upon return to school, your
child should be on step 278. Also, please have your child use the computer to complete 45 minutes of ELA
I-Ready and 45 minutes of Math I-Ready during winter recess.
Congratulations to our Students of the Month for September/October!
K-011
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4-401

5-501
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Janae Davis

Madison Darden

Anthony Cabrera

Kendra Aboagye

Rachel Nyarko

Jason Davis

Naheem Howard
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Sarah Minto

Zuri Edmond

Jordan MorganYork

Ricardo Soto

Brandon GomezPerez

Noah Cleary

Joel Klousse

I hope you have a wonderful holiday season filled with joy and cheer!
Sincerely yours,
Marcia Glattstein
Principal

Important Dates for December

12/13/18

12/14/18

12/18/18

12/19/18

Marking Period 2
Ends

Half Day Dismissal
12:00 pm

Awards Assembly
Grades 3 & 4 Performance

Robotics
Competition

12/20/18

12/21/18

12/24/18-1/1/19

Progress Report 2
Distribution

Half Day Dismissal
12:00 pm

Winter Recess

1/2/19
School Back in Session
Vacation Packet Due

Elementary Edition

November/December 2018

Kindergarten

The kindergarten students have had such an exciting few weeks! We just went to
Green Meadows Farm where students were able to view how the trees were changing
due to the fall season, pet farm animals and pick their own pumpkin! The students also
created really cool hats and hair designs for Crazy Hat Day and welcomed Ms.
Suzanne for our LEAP program where they will be learning different art forms!
In literacy, students were exploring the story elements. They read different stories
and engaged in discussions and activities where they used the story elements to better
understand the stories. Students also received a visit from a real life author! Sherri
Duskey Rinker came to our school to read us some of her stories, include Tiny and the
Big Dig. In the coming week the kindergarten students will continue to explore story
elements, new book genres and writing friendly letters.
The kindergarten students have been very busy mathematicians! They are
working hard at composing and decomposing numbers to make 5 and 10. They have
enjoyed working in pairs to play cooperative math games where they share their ideas
on how to solve a problem!
We have also been busy scientists! Students started
to explore the five senses and how they are useful to
explore our world. Students took a nature walk to explore
their environment using their five senses!
We are looking forward to learning about holidays
people celebrate all over the world. After doing so, we will
be taking a trip to the nearby movie theatre to watch The
Grinch! The past weeks have been super busy and super
exciting and we cannot wait for the next few weeks!
Ms. Ferrer- yferrer@ccics.org
Ms. Valentzas- jvalentzas@ccics.org
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1 Grade
st

The first marking period has flown by! We want to thank everyone who attended
parent teacher conferences. It was wonderful to be able to meet with you all and share
all of the growth the children have been making this school year.
We have a lot of exciting news to share. Our first graders began the LEAP
program this month within our classrooms. The instructor, Ms. Suzanne, will be
spending two periods a week with each class, working on visual arts, music, theater,
dance and film. All of the artwork correlates with our ELA, science and social studies
curriculum. Our students are thrilled to work with Ms. Suzanne again this year and
can’t wait to share their creations with you!
In reading, first graders are focusing on story elements. Students are identifying
characters, setting and events. Students are also working on finding the main idea of a
text, as well as identifying supporting details. In writing, students are learning about the
parts of a personal narratives and will be writing their own over the next writing unit.
In math, students have been working on their addition fluency, as well as their
understanding of place value. They will begin to further their understanding of the
subtraction sign.
In science, we are learning about light and sound. Students will understand the
meaning of darkness and how shadows are made. We will be also creating our own
objects to make sound.
Thank you for all of your support this school year. We hope you all have a
wonderful holiday!
Best Regards,
Ms. Zenkewich & Ms. Weiss
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2 Grade
nd

It has been a very busy few months in second grade! As second grade
mathematicians, we have learned about adding and subtracting within place
value. Right now we are currently on identifying coins, their values and how
to use them to exchange for the same amount. In ELA, we have been
focusing on identifying the main idea and providing key details to support
the main idea. We have been practicing how to create a short response that
mimics what students will see on the future state exam next year. In writing,
students are learning how to create a narrative based on a small moment in
their life. You should see how amazing their details are based on their
emotions they are writing about. In science, we are learning about various
phases of the moon. Students have been working with our LEAP teacher,
Ms. Suzanne, in creating their own moon. Make sure to look outside your
window at night and have your student tell you which phase the moon in is.
It was wonderful seeing all of the parents at parent teacher
conferences. Thank you for your continued support at home. It is truly
appreciated and always encouraged! Wishing you and your families a very
happy and healthy holiday!
Ms. Gallo – kgallo@ccics.org
Ms. Berman – sberman@ccics.org

3 Grade
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Hello Families!
We have been busy getting ourselves adjusted to the rigor of 3rd grade. Your
child will be taking their first state exams this spring. The third grade team is committed
to ensuring that your child has the skills and stamina needed to do well on these assessments.
100 Book Challenge reading steps is on the agenda for the students each day. This is a great time for them
to practice reading skills from the previous days learning.
Math warm-ups are on the agenda for the students each day. Our
mathematicians have learned how to multiply using arrays and divide using
equal groups. During this month, our students will continue to practice their
multiplication and divisions skills to develop fluency using different
methods.
Students will read many genres this year. They will also be
answering questions based on different genres. Response writing is
answering a question or responding to a prompt accurately and with the
appropriate amount of details. The third grade is using the RAPP (Restate, Answer, Prove it,
Proofread and Edit) method of responding to daily writing. RAPP helps the children
remember all the components needed in his or her answer. Our students will be focusing on
Theme and Point of View this month.
We just wrapped up our opinion writing and we have great story tellers in third
grade! This month, we will be focusing on response to literature writing. Students will
learn how to identify the theme of a text using details from the text and state their evidence in
an extended response.
Our students are crazy about our science curriculum, Amplify. Students are able to
engage in experiments with magnets. During the Motion and Matter unit, students will be
able to identify patterns of an object’s motion in various situations that can be observed.
Daily behavior charts and positives incentives are utilized throughout the school
day to ensure students stay on task and complete all required work. Students are expected
to be prepared every day with their homework, reading logs signed by a parent for 100
Book Challenge and dressed in school uniform.
As a reminder, we are here to discuss any questions or concerns you
might have about this year, the classroom, or your child in particular. We look forward to an
outstanding year, partnering with you for your child’s success.
3-302 Ms. D’Addario (mtenzca@ccics.org)
3-301 Ms. Silvestri (ssilvestri@ccics.org)
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It was a pleasure meeting all of you at parent-teacher conferences!
In ELA, fourth graders are continuing our study of text structures within fiction and nonfiction
texts. We are focusing on learning about identifying the author's point of view and character's
perspective. The students will continue to writing short responses and using test taking strategies for
multiple choice questions while citing text evidence. Please make sure your child is reading at least
two steps every day for 100 Book Challenge!
In math, we have begun our multiplication and division unit. Students will use their place
value understanding to solve multiplication and division problems with multi-digit numbers. The
unit moves slowly but comprehensively to develop students' ability to choose a method to solve
problems that works for them. Visual representations will be used throughout the unit to further
develop students' understanding of multiplication and division. It is imperative that your child
practices their multiplication facts on a nightly basis.
In science, the students are learning about electricity and magnetism. This hands-on unit
allows students to explore various conductors and insulators while creating circuits. They will also
conduct experiments to determine how the force of attraction between two magnets changes with the
distance between the magnets. The students have been very successful in our STEAM program. It has
been amazing to watch the kids create and code their very own robots. They are preparing for a Lego
competition in December to show off their coding skills!
In writing, we are working on our Response to Literature unit
where students write thoughtful responses to short texts they read
independently. The students are taught to use the R.A.P.P. strategy to
answer these constructive responses. We will also be using graphic
organizers to help students when answering extended response
questions. The students will be citing evidence from literary and
informational texts to support their reasoning.
3rd and 4th grade classes will be performing a play at the awards
assembly on December 18th. We hope to see you there!
Please feel free to contact us with questions or concerns! Have a happy and safe holiday!
Sincerely,
Ms. Lynch 401 – mlynch@ccics.org
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Dear Parents and Families,
This month we have a lot of exciting topics we will be learning about. The
students will continue working on the solar system in science. They will be
exploring the moon by looking at the phases of the moon and continue working on
their interactive notebook.
For math, the students have been working on multiplying fractions and
activating their prior knowledge about multiplication. We will continue with
multiplying fractions and start dividing fractions in the coming weeks. In ELA, the
students have been working on using context clues to identify the meaning of
words and making inferences. The students have also been working on
strengthening their comprehension skills.
In writing we have begun our new unit, Response to Literature. Students
have been engaging in class discussions about different themes in stories and
responding through writing. Students will now begin publishing pieces in which
they state the theme they have found and reasons to support it.
We look forward to having a successful year and we hope you enjoy your
holiday. Feel free to contact us with any questions.
Thank you,
Ms. Geiter & Mrs. Eaton
vgeiter@ccics.org kduncombe@ccics.org
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The 6th grade students have been working diligently the last few months!
This month, they have learned how to determine the central idea within a
nonfiction text. Students also learned how to determine an author’s point of view
by looking at specific facts and analyzing specific language. Sixth grade readers
will continue to work in their Collections books, reading short stories and
analyzing texts.
In writing, students have just finished a unit on editorial writing where they
learned how to find information from reputable sources that were used in their
editorial pieces. Students have just begun a “Response to Literature” unit. In this
unit, students will analyze short stories to determine the theme of the text.
Sixth grade mathematicians have been learning about ratios and
proportions. They learned to use several types of models to find equivalent
ratios. Students also learned how to determine unit rate and price. They have
even been exposed to some “real world” problems where they had to determine
the “best deal” between two prices. In the coming weeks, sixth graders will be
introduced to working with percentages.
In science, students are learning about the different body systems in our
Metabolism unit. The students have had fun exploring how different molecules,
such as glucose and oxygen, move through the body and into the cells using a
digital simulation.
As always, please feel free to contact us with any questions or concerns.
Ms. Rubin
rpoltorak@ccics.org

Mr. Lynch
malynch@ccics.org
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Kindergarten, First, Second and Third Grade CORE
In kindergarten, students will be learning about the continents with a focus on
South America and Africa. Students will learn the geographical location, the variety
of land areas and the types of animals located on both of these continents. It is
going to a fun month full of hands-on activities, writing, drawing, discussions, music
and dramatic interpretations!
In first grade, students will be focusing on the ancient civilization of Mesopotamia
and Egypt. The students will learn how civilization as we know it began. Let’s
continue to have fun and learn together!
In second grade, students will continue to focus on the continent of Asia. They will
finish learning about Ancient India and then begin learning about Modern Japan.
They will learn the geography, history and basic cultural elements of the country.
In third grade, students will be learning about the first people to cross the land
bridge into North America. Students will understand the effects of environment on
the lifestyles of various tribes and how they compare to one another.
Mrs. Johnson
ljohnson@ccics.org
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4 -6 Grade
Social Studies
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th

In fourth grade we have been studying Europe in the Middle Ages. Students have been learning how in a
feudal society land is more valuable than money. Students studied Charlemagne, or Charles the Great, as a
leader and how he worked to unite territories in modern-day France, Germany and Italy. We are about to
explore life in a manor, how serfs spent their day, and travel to castles to find out how they were used as a
defense tactic.
The fifth grade students are now exploring the Maya, Aztec, and Inca
Civilizations that once flourished in Central and South America. People
practiced farming, developed social structures, raised armies, and
worshipped gods. We are discovering the accomplishments of each group
and how they have contributed to modern society.
In sixth grade we are approaching the end of our unit on World
Religions. We studied the five major religions, Judaism, Christianity,
Islam, Buddhism and Confucianism. Students learned about each
religion’s major beliefs and practices, as well as identifying the similarities
and differences between these religions.
Ms. Peterson
speterson@ccics.org

